To overcome the shortcomings of the lightning attachment procedure optimization (LAPO) algorithm, such as premature convergence and slow convergence speed, an enhanced lightning attachment procedure optimization (ELAPO) algorithm was proposed in this paper. In the downward leader movement, the idea of differential evolution was introduced to speed up population convergence; in the upward leader movement, by superimposing vectors pointing to the average individual, the individual updating mode was modified to change the direction of individual evolution, avoid falling into local optimum, and carry out a more fine local information search; in the performance enhancement stage, opposition-based learning (OBL) was used to replace the worst individuals, improve the convergence rate of population, and increase the global exploration capability. Finally, 16 typical benchmark functions in CEC2005 are used to carry out simulation experiments with LAPO algorithm, four improved algorithms, and ELAPO. Experimental results showed that ELAPO obtained the better convergence velocity and optimization accuracy.
Introduction
The optimization problems in engineering field can be expressed by mathematical models and solved by mathematical or numerical methods. With the development of science and technology, more and more engineering optimization problems are developing in the direction of large-scale, multi-peak, non-linear, and complex. It is difficult to solve them by traditional numerical methods. Meta-heuristic algorithm is an algorithm designed to solve approximate large-scale difficult optimization problems without deep adaptation to each problem. In recent decades, in order to overcome the shortcomings of slow computation speed and low reliability of traditional numerical methods in solving engineering problems, researchers have proposed a large number of meta-heuristic algorithms [1] [2] [3] , which are widely used to solve complex problems in industries and services, from planning to production management and even engineering [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Meta-heuristic algorithms have some differences in the optimization mechanism, but they are similar in the optimization process. They are all "neighborhood search" structures. The algorithm starts from an initial solution (or a group of) and generates several neighborhood solutions through the neighborhood function under the control of the key parameters of the algorithm. It updates the current state according to the acceptance criteria (deterministic, probabilistic, or chaotic) and then adjusts the key parameters according to the key parameters modification criteria. Repeat the above search steps until the convergence criteria of the algorithm are satisfied, and finally the optimization results of the problem are obtained. Meta-heuristic optimization algorithms can be divided into evolutionary heuristic algorithm, group heuristic algorithm, and physical heuristic algorithm according to different inspiration sources.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the principle and process of the standard LAPO algorithm. Section 3 describes the ELAPO algorithm combined with differential evolution and opposition-based learning in detail. The experiments and results analysis are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
The Lightning Attachment Procedure Optimization Algorithm
In nature, there are a large number of positive charges on the upper surface of the thunderstorm clouds, and a large number of negative charges and a small number of positive charges on the lower surface. As the charge increases, the edge of the cloud breaks down, creating a trapezoidal downward pilot that gradually extends to the ground. Affected by this, the space electric field near ground objects such as lightning rods, conductors, poles, and towers will continue to increase. To a certain extent, it will lead to an upward return stroke through the ionization channel opened by the downward trapezoidal pilot, that is, from the ground to the bottom of the cloud, forming a flash-over. When three or four flash-overs occur, there will be a gap breakdown, accompanied by pulse discharge, forming thunder and lightning. In this process, many pulsed discharges were carried out. Since each pulse discharge consumes a large amount of charge accumulated in thunderstorm clouds, the discharge process will become weaker and weaker until the charge reserve in thunderstorm clouds is exhausted, the pulse discharge can stop. The point at which the breakdown discharge may occur is defined as the test point, and the point at which charge depletion occurs is called the strike point.
To simulate the process of lightning formation, the LAPO abstracts the test points between the cloud and ground as individuals, the electric field corresponding to the test points as fitness, and the downward trapezoidal pilot, upward return stroke and pulse discharge processes of lightning as three evolutionary operations, namely downward leader movement, upward leader movement, and branch fading. Branch decline runs through the other two evolutionary processes and gradually guides individual evolution. The key operation details of the LAPO algorithm are as follows:
Initialize the Population
Population is the set of all decision variables in the definition domain of optimization problems. In the LAPO algorithm, individuals in the population represent test points where breakdown may occur, and each individual in the population can serve as a starting point for downward or upward leaders. Suppose that the upper limit of the definition domain is ub and the lower limit is lb. Individuals are generated according to formula (1) to form the initial population.
In the formula X t i,j represents the j-dimensional (j = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , D) particle of the i-th (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , NP) individual of the population in the t-th generation. In the initialization stage, t = 0, rand is a random number between [0,1].
Downward Leader Movement
During lightning downward leader movement, all test points are considered as potential next jump points for a particular test point. Since lightning has random behavior, individual j (i j) is randomly selected in the population for test point i. If the electric field of j is higher than the average value, that is, the fitness of j is better than F ave , which is the fitness of the average individual
X i , lightning will jump to that point, otherwise lightning will move in another direction, as shown in formula (2):
In the formula, rand is a random number between [0,1], and j is a randomly selected individual, which is not equal to i.
Upward Leader Movement
In the process of upward leader movement, all particles move upward along the charge channel opened by the downward leader and distribute exponentially in the channel. The updating mode of each particle's position is shown in formula (3).
Among them, X min and X max are represented as the best and the worst individual of the current population respectively, and the exponential factor S is shown in formula (4).
t and t max represent the number of iterations and the maximum number of iterations respectively.
Branch Fading
In the whole process of lightning formation, if the electric field of the new test point is higher than that of the previous point, the lightning branch will be generated and the pulse discharge will continue. On the contrary, the branch will disappear and the lightning formation will stop.
The LAPO algorithm simulates the above-mentioned fading process and chooses individuals according to formula (5) .
The above two parts of the evolutionary operations, the downward leader movement and the upward leader movement, are selected and updated by branch fading, and for the individuals beyond the boundary generated in the downward and upward leader searches, the boundary absorption method is used, that is, the individuals beyond the boundary are placed on the boundary.
Enhancement of the Performance
In order to improve the performance of the algorithm, the average of the whole population was calculated and the fitness of the average solution was obtained in each generation. If the fitness of the worst individual was worse than the fitness of the average individual, the worst individual was replaced by the average solution.
In summary, LAPO performs the enhancement of the performance, the downward leader movement, and the upward leader movement in turn in each iteration, and each evolutionary process is accompanied by branch fading and boundary value processing, as shown in Figure 1 . 
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To further improve the convergence accuracy and speed of the LAPO algorithm, a lightning attachment procedure optimization algorithm based on combined differential learning and opposition-based learning was proposed. 
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Improved Downward Leader Movement
In the downward leader movement of the LAPO algorithm, the individual updates according to formula (2) . After an in-depth analysis, it was found that the updating method had the following defects:
Firstly, since individual i is not directly related to the evolutionary information of individual j and the average individual, it seems unreasonable to determine the updating mode of individual i based solely on the fitness relationship between individual j and the average individual.
Secondly, because of the multiplication of individual j and rand, the evolution of each individual is more dependent on the average individual. With the evolution, each individual will gather near the average individual, that is to say, the overall population diversity maintenance ability of the algorithm is not good and easy to fall into local optimum.
Thirdly, only one random individual is selected to learn from the average individual and the current individual, which does not guarantee the "best selection". If the selected individual is the worst individual or the poorer individual, it will affect the evolution speed of the downward leader.
In view of this, this paper improves formula (2), as shown in formula (6) .
In the formula, X t j is a randomly selected particle different from individual i, X best represents the best individual in the current population, X ave and F ave are represented as the average individual and the fitness value of the average individual respectively.
As can be seen from formula (6) , it has the following advantages: Firstly, we regard individuals whose fitness value was better than the average fitness value as better individuals. For these individuals, they used themselves as base vectors to search around themselves. For the other solutions whose evolutionary information was not good enough, they used the central individual as base vectors to update and search around the average individuals. Obviously, compared with the LAPO algorithm, which only searches near the individual itself, the improved update method converged faster.
Secondly, compared with LAPO's over-learning mode to the average individual, the proposed method integrated the individual j, the average individual, and the optimal individual, and introduced more combinations to enable the particles to obtain more local information, which was more conducive to maintaining the diversity of the population.
Thirdly, compared with the original update method, formula (6) refers to the update strategy of differential evolution algorithm, by adding two differential vectors to control the directive of evolution, avoiding over-learning to a particle and falling into local optimum, and removing the step factor rand before individual j in the original LAPO algorithm, thus avoiding the blindness of random step size, and individual j directly participates in the evolution process, which further accelerated the convergence speed of the algorithm. X . Since the j individual is randomly selected and the direction of the second difference vector is randomly generated, the current individuals can get more evolutionary directions and traverse the search interval where the excellent individuals are located more quickly.
Improvement of Upward Leader Movement
It can be seen from formula (4) that in the upward leader movement of LAPO, individuals are updated by learning from the best and worst individuals. As we all know, the worst individual carries relatively less information for evolution, there is a low probability of producing excellent individuals through them, which results in ineffective search and reduces the convergence speed of the algorithm.
Since the average individual contains evolutionary information of all individuals to some extent. Using average individuals instead of the worst individual to participate in evolution will inevitably increase the probability of obtaining better individuals and maintain the diversity of the population while improving the convergence rate. To this end, the updated formula of the upward leader, formula (4), is adjusted as follows:
Combining formula (5), comparison formula (4), and formula (7), we can find that: In the early stage of evolution, S value is relatively large, and the proportion of learning results from other individuals is relatively large, while the average individual is much better than the worst one, and carries more information conducive to evolution, so learning from ave min X X − is obviously faster than learning from min max X X − , and as evolution proceeds, each solution tends to be optimal, the range of ave min X X − is obviously smaller than min max X X − , with the value of S decreases. That is to say, formula (7) has a relatively small search range, which is more conducive to the fine search near itself and improves the convergence accuracy of the algorithm. Moreover, ave min X X − is a vector pointing to the average individual, which can effectively jump out of the local optimum by superposition it.
The Improved Enhancement Performance
The original algorithm updates the worst individual in each generation by comparing the fitness values of the newly generated average individual with the worst individual in the population and retaining the better one of them. According to the analysis of the experimental results and Take individual i as an example, if it is a better one, individual i adds the difference vector X best − X t i , which is from individual X t i to the best individual, close to the search area where the optimal individual is located, and then adds the difference vector X ave − X t j which is from individual j to the average individual, reach to X t inew . Since the j individual is randomly selected and the direction of the second difference vector is randomly generated, the current individuals can get more evolutionary directions and traverse the search interval where the excellent individuals are located more quickly.
Improvement of Upward Leader Movement
Combining formula (5), comparison formula (4), and formula (7), we can find that: In the early stage of evolution, S value is relatively large, and the proportion of learning results from other individuals is relatively large, while the average individual is much better than the worst one, and carries more information conducive to evolution, so learning from X ave − X min is obviously faster than learning from X min − X max , and as evolution proceeds, each solution tends to be optimal, the range of X ave − X min is obviously smaller than X min − X max , with the value of S decreases. That is to say, formula (7) has a relatively small search range, which is more conducive to the fine search near itself and improves the convergence accuracy of the algorithm. Moreover, X ave − X min is a vector pointing to the average individual, which can effectively jump out of the local optimum by superposition it.
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The Improved Enhancement Performance
The original algorithm updates the worst individual in each generation by comparing the fitness values of the newly generated average individual with the worst individual in the population and retaining the better one of them. According to the analysis of the experimental results and formulas, this operation can increase the convergence speed of the algorithm to a certain extent, but there is still room to improve its convergence speed.
Literature [27] points out that the opposition-based learning (OBL) of a particle is usually better than that of the original particle, so the probability of the average particle after the OBL is better than that of the original average individual. It is possible that the average individual after the OBL will take part in the evolution instead of the worst individual, which will lead to a faster convergence rate. In order to further accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm, an improved opposition-based learning strategy as shown in formula (8) was adopted.
where X t ij represents the component of the first solution on the j-dimension, X * ij (t) is its corresponding reverse solution, a j (t), b j (t) are the minimum and maximum values of the current search interval on the j-dimension, i = 1, 2, . . . , NP, j = 1, 2, . . . D. The learning strategies obtained by different values of k are also different. Three strategies, k = 0.5, 1, and rand, are given in [27] . To verify the effectiveness of the improved strategy, the dynamic opposition-based learning strategy LAPO algorithm combined with k = 0.5, 1, rand, and the original LAPO algorithm were compared when the number of iterations was set to 500 generations. Experiments were carried out on typical single-peak function Sphere and multi-peak function Ackley, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3 , which show that for LAPO, when k = 0.5 and k = rand, the dynamic opposition-based learning strategy converged faster than the original algorithm, where k = rand had a relatively faster convergence rate. In order to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm, the formula (9) with k = rand was used to update the worst particle in this paper. formulas, this operation can increase the convergence speed of the algorithm to a certain extent, but there is still room to improve its convergence speed. Literature [27] points out that the opposition-based learning (OBL) of a particle is usually better than that of the original particle, so the probability of the average particle after the OBL is better than that of the original average individual. It is possible that the average individual after the OBL will take part in the evolution instead of the worst individual, which will lead to a faster convergence rate. In order to further accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm, an improved opposition-based learning strategy as shown in formula (9) was adopted. , and rand, are given in [27] . To verify the effectiveness of the improved strategy, the dynamic opposition-based learning strategy LAPO algorithm combined with k = 0.5, 1, rand, and the original LAPO algorithm were compared when the number of iterations was set to 500 generations. Experiments were carried out on typical single-peak function Sphere and multi-peak function Ackley, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3 , which show that for LAPO, when k = 0.5 and k = rand, the dynamic opposition-based learning strategy converged faster than the original algorithm, where k = rand had a relatively faster convergence rate. In order to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm, the formula (9) with k = rand was used to update the worst particle in this paper. 
The Pseudo Code of the ELAPO Algorithm
Initialize the first population of test points randomly in the specific range 
Initialize the first population of test points randomly in the specific range Calculate the fitness of test points while the end criterion is not achieved Set the test point with the worst fitness as X w for j = 1:D a( j) = min(X(:, j)) b( j) = max(X(:, j)) X w_new (t) = rand * (a j (t) + b j (t)) − X ave (t) end if the fitness of X w_new is better than the fitness of X w X w = X w_new F w = F w_new end Obtain X ave which is the mean value of all the test points Calculate the fitness of X ave as Check the boundary. If the particle exceeds the boundary value, it is generated randomly within the boundary. 
Analysis of the Simulation Results
In order to test the performance of the proposed ELAPO, a series of experiments were carried out in this section. All experiments were implemented on CPU: Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4200H, 4G memory, and 2.8GHz main frequency computer. The program was implemented in the language of Matlab R2014a.
The experiment selected 16 benchmark functions in CEC2005 [28] . Among them, f1-f8 were unimode functions, f9-f16 were multimodal functions, the dimensions of the test functions from f1 to f14 were all set in 30 dimensions, and the dimensions of the test functions f15 and f16 were set in two dimensions, the specific functions are shown in Table 1 . 
Step 
cos ( In order to further validate the advantages of ELAPO, the ELAPO algorithm was compared with the basic LAPO algorithm and the other four algorithms that have better optimization results in recent years, including: All-dimension neighborhood based particle swarm optimization with randomly selected neighbors (ADN-RSN-PSO) [29] , enhanced artificial bee colony algorithms with adaptive differential operators (ABCADE) [30] , an optimization algorithm for teaching and learning based on hybrid learning strategies (DSTLBO) [31] , and a self-adaptive differential evolution algorithm with improved mutation strategy (IMSaDE) [32] .
During the experiment, the parameters of the contrast algorithm were set as those in the literature. Except the number of population and the maximum number of function evaluations LAPO and DSTLBO did not involve any parameters. For this reason, Table 2 gives the parameter settings of other algorithms, all from the original literature.
In order to ensure fairness, the population number of each algorithm was 30, and the maximum number of function evaluations was 90,000. In order to avoid the harmful effect of the randomness of a single operation, each algorithm was run 30 times independently for each test function and recorded the maximum, average, minimum, variance of 30 experimental results, and the success rate of reaching the appointed precision and recorded Friedman ranking based on the average. The appointed precision was 10 −10 for the benchmark functions whose optimal was 0, for the benchmark functions f14, f15, and f16 whose optimal was not equal to 0, the appointed precision was −78, −1.8, and −0.8 respectively.
The statistical results are shown in Table 3 . At the same time, in order to compare the differences of each method, two non-parametric tests, Friedman and Holm [33, 34] , were used to check the data in Table 3 . Firstly, Friedman rank mean of each algorithm was calculated and recorded from large to small. Friedman statistics were calculated to test whether there were significant differences between the six algorithms. If there were differences, the Holm test was used to further analyze whether there were significant differences between ELAPO algorithm and the other five algorithms. The test results are shown in Table 4 .
By analyzing the data in Table 3 ; Table 4 , the following conclusions can be drawn: It can be seen from Table 4 that ADN-RSN-PSO algorithm could reach global optimal only on f15 and f16; ABCADE algorithm could reach global optimal only on f14, f15, and f16, and had a certain probability to convergence to the optimal on f4, f11, and f13; DSTLBO could reach convergence to the optimal on f1, f9, f10, f13, f15, and f16, and had a certain probability to convergence to the optimal on f2, f3, f6, and f12; IMSaDE could reach convergence to the optimal on f15 and f16, but still had a certain probability to converge to the optimal on f11 and f12; the LAPO could reach convergence to the optimal on f13, f15, and f16, there was also a certain probability for f9 to converge to the optimal; for the ELAPO could reach convergence to the optimal on all the functions except f5, f6, f7, f8, and f12, but had a best convergence accuracy on f5, while for f6, f7, f8, and f12, the convergence accuracy was second best.
In order to compare the differences of each method, a Friedman test was taken to check the data in Table 3 . First, we assumed that there was no significant difference between the six algorithms. It can be calculated in Table 4 by formula (9) .
in which, k refers to the number of algorithms and n refers to the number of data sets of each algorithm and the result is χ 5 r = 39.232, greater than the critical value 11.07 at the degree of freedom df = 6 − 1 = 5 and a = 0.05 in the chi-square distribution, rejecting the zero hypotheses, that is, the six algorithms in this experiment have significant differences at the 5% significant level. To further compare the performance of the six algorithms, assuming that the convergence performance of ELAPO is better than the other five methods. Comparing p i and α/(k − i), if p i < α/(k − i) at the 5% significant level, then reject the original hypothesis, that is, the ELAPO have significant differences to the algorithm i. By observing the data in the table, we found that only p 5 < α/(k − 5), Holm Test rejects the other four hypotheses and accepts the fifth hypothesis, which means that the performance of the ELAPO algorithm in this paper was equivalent to that of DSTLBO in the above test functions, while the other four p values were less than α/(k − i), which means that the performance of ELAPO was obviously better than ADN-RSN-PSO, ABCADE, IMSaDE, and LAPO. Although the accuracy of the ELAPO algorithm was not significantly higher than that of DSTLBO, it had a smaller average rank. Comprehensive analysis of the experimental results of ELAPO in single-peak function and multi-peak function shows that ELAPO was relatively balanced in the search calculation of two kinds of functions, and for all functions, the improved ELAPO algorithm was superior to the LAPO algorithm in solving accuracy.
From the perspective of robustness, the ELAPO algorithm proposed in this paper had a low success rate only on f9 and f14, while the solution of other functions was relatively stable. DSTLBO had a low success rate on f4, f11, and f14 functions and belongs to sub-stability, while ADN-RSN-PSO, ABCADE, IMSaDE, and LAPO had a relatively low success rate in achieving the specified accuracy of the solution function. Through comparative analysis, the proposed ELAPO algorithm had better robustness.
In addition, in order to intuitively see the convergence of each algorithm, experiments were carried out with the number of evaluations of 30,000 times, and the following experimental comparison figures were obtained, in which the abscissa represents the number of evaluation times of the function and the ordinate represents the logarithmic value of the fitness values obtained.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the convergence speed of ELAPO proposed in this paper was relatively fast when solving single-peak functions f2, f3, f4, and f5, while the convergence speed of f8 and DSTLBO was similar, f1, f6, and f7 were worse than DSTLBO, but the convergence speed of ELAPO was faster than ADN-RSN-PSO, ABCADE, IMSaDE, and LAPO when solving the above functions. When solving multimodal functions f9-f13, f15, and f16, the ELAPO algorithm in this paper had a faster convergence speed, while in function f14, the convergence speed in the early stage of evolution had no obvious advantage, but in the middle stage of evolution, there was a clear tendency to jump out of the local optimum.
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Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, an improved physical heuristic algorithm ELAPO was proposed. In the downward leader movement by updating the better and the worse particles with a different way and replacing the worst particles in the population with opposition-based learning in the part of enhancement performance, the convergence speed of the algorithm was accelerated. The upward leader jumps out of the local optimum by changing the direction and step size of particle learning. In order to verify the performance of ELAPO, eight single-mode functions and eight multi-mode functions were tested, and the experimental results were compared with those of the better algorithms in recent years. The comparison and analysis of the results showed that the ELAPO algorithm proposed in this paper was superior in solving accuracy and speed, and its performance was stable. The ELAPO algorithm proposed in this paper had certain improvement significance compared with the original algorithm.
In this paper, we only considered the global optimization, and the algorithm could be extended to solve other problems such as constrained optimization problems. In future work, we plan to apply ELAPO to solve real-world domain-specific problems, such as computational offloading problems in mobile edge computing [35] . 
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